Abstract

In an approach for an indoor survey data collection, a processor generates reference points based on a site map and an accuracy requirement. A processor collects data at each reference point through a data collecting agent. A processor detects an outlier at the reference points using a feedback from the data collecting agent during the data collection and a database. A processor eliminates the detected outlier and rectifies the data.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time stamp</th>
<th>Position Label</th>
<th>Position (X, Y)</th>
<th>(Country, City, Site, Building, Floor)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t_1$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$(X_1, Y_1)$</td>
<td>India, Bengaluru, Manyata, G2, 6F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_p$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$(X_p, Y_p)$</td>
<td>India, Bengaluru, Manyata, G2, 6F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{p+1}$</td>
<td>walking</td>
<td>$(X_{p+1}, Y_{p+1})$</td>
<td>India, Bengaluru, Manyata, G2, 6F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FIG. 7
INDOOR SURVEY DATA COLLECTION

BACKGROUND

The present invention relates generally to the field of data collection, and more particularly to indoor survey data collection for an indoor localization system.

Indoor spaces, storage areas, data centers, and office spaces are usually instrumented with edge devices, actuators, sensors, and other sensory devices. A data collection survey of the area of interest is required for localizing existing edge devices, actuators, and sensors and optimizing placement of new ones.

SUMMARY

Aspects of an embodiment of the present invention disclose an approach for collecting indoor survey data. A processor generates reference points based on a site map and an accuracy requirement. A processor collects data at each reference point through a data collecting agent. A processor detects an outlier at the reference points using a feedback from the data collecting agent during the data collection and a database. A processor eliminates the detected outlier and rectifies the data.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram illustrating a data collection environment having a computing device for data collection, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a flowchart depicting operational steps of a data collection program, included in the computing device of FIG. 1, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 3 illustrates operational steps of a data collection program, included in the computing device of FIG. 1, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4 illustrates operational steps of a data collection program, included in the computing device of FIG. 1, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 5 illustrates a data format example for a data collection program, included in the computing device of FIG. 1, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 6 illustrates an example office environment from which a data collection program, included in the computing device of FIG. 1, collects indoor survey data, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of components included in the computing device of FIG. 1 executing the data collection program, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The present invention is directed to systems and methods for enhancing quality of survey data for an indoor localization system. An indoor localization system is a system used to locate objects or people inside a building using Wi-Fi, lights, radio waves, magnetic fields, acoustic signals, or other sensory information. Indoor spaces, storage areas, data centers, and office spaces are usually instrumented with edge devices, actuators, sensors, and other sensory devices. A data collection survey of the area of interest is required for localizing existing edge devices, actuators, and sensors and for optimizing placement of new ones. This data may correspond to physical signals like Wi-Fi signals, temperatures, humidity, pressure, radiation etc. The data may be used as input for machine learning methods and optimization routines.

Embodiments of the present invention recognize that accuracy of data collected through survey is plagued by human errors. Human errors arise out of individuals not following the assigned survey protocol, not being technically literate to handle data collection software and maps, and not being able to handle contingencies like changed floor plans, new obstacles or new equipment. These issues can be partially solved through high-skilled individuals. However, those errors are also prone-make errors in navigating an unfamiliar location, which is usually the case. Also, highly skilled individuals are expensive for a large-scale data collection for multiple sites. Embodiments of the present invention enhance the data accuracy in an online fashion while collecting the data.

The present invention will now be described in detail with reference to the Figures. FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram illustrating a data collection environment, generally designated 100, in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

Data collection environment 100 includes a computing device 102, a server 132, and a network 114. Data collection environment 100 also includes edge devices 122, actuators 124, sensors 126, and other sensory devices (not shown) that may generate any physical signals. A data collecting agent 112 collects data using the computing device 102. The data collecting agent 112 can be a person, a robot, or any other suitable subject which can use the computing device 102. The data corresponds to physical signals like Wi-Fi signals, temperatures, humidity, pressure, radiation etc. Data collection environment 100 further includes a receiver 110 that receives signals and data from edge devices 122, actuators 124, sensors 126, and other sensory devices. The receiver 110 can be any suitable instrument configured to able to receive signals and data delivered from edge devices 122, actuators 124, sensors 126, and other types of sensory devices. The receiver 110 is configured to communicate signals and data to the computing device 102. In an embodiment, the receiver 110 is located externally and accessed through a communication network such as network 140. In another embodiment, the receiver 110 is integrated in the computing device 102.

In various embodiments of the present invention, the computing device 102 can be a laptop computer, a tablet computer, a netbook computer, a personal computer (PC), a desktop computer, a mobile phone, a smartphone, a smart watch, a wearable computing device, a personal digital assistant (PDA), or a server. In another embodiment, the computing device 102 represents a computing system utilizing clustered computers and components to act as a single pool of seamless resources. In general, the computing device 102 can be any computing device or a combination of devices with access to data collection program 104 and network 114 and is capable of processing program instructions and executing data collection program 104, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. The computing device 102 may include internal and external hardware components, as depicted and described in further detail with respect to FIG. 7.

Further, in the depicted embodiment, the computing device 102 includes a data collection program 104. In the depicted embodiment, the data collection program 104 is located on computing device 102. However, in other
In some embodiments, server 132 may be a laptop computer, a tablet computer, a netbook computer, a personal computer (PC), a desktop computer, or any programmable electronic device. In other embodiments, server 132 may represent a server computing system utilizing multiple computers as a server system, such as in a cloud computing environment. In another embodiment, server 132 represents a computing system utilizing clustered computers and components to act as a single pool of seamless resources.

Server 132 contains database 134, machine learning module 136, and location classifiers 138. In an embodiment, database 134 is a Wi-Fi fingerprint database for Wi-Fi positioning system. In another embodiment, database 134 is a temperature mapping database or any other database that provides data for machine learning module 136. Location classifiers 138 are configured to classify locations in an area to be surveyed based on information and data in database 134 and using machine learning methods performed by the machine learning module 136. Server 132 may include internal and external hardware components, as depicted and described in further detail with respect to FIG. 7.

Edge devices 122 are devices which provide an entry point into enterprise or service provider core networks. Examples include routers, routing switches, integrated access devices, multiplexers, and a variety of metropolitan area network and wide area network access devices. Actuators 124 are a mechanism for turning energy into motion. Actuators 124 can, for example, be pneumatic actuators, hydraulic actuators, electric actuators, and thermal actuators. Sensors 126 are devices that detect and respond to some type of input from the physical environment. The specific input could be light, heat, motion, moisture, pressure, or any one of a great number of other environmental phenomena. The output is generally a signal that is converted to human-readable display at the sensor location or transmitted electronically over a network for reading or further processing. For example, sensors 126 can be temperature sensors, oxygen sensors, motion sensors, and photo sensors.

In one embodiment, data collection environment 100 is a Wi-Fi-based positioning system. Wi-Fi positioning system is a geolocation system that uses the characteristics of nearby Wi-Fi hotspots and other wireless access points to discover where a device is located. The localization technique used for positioning with wireless access points is based on measuring received signal strength (RSS) and fingerprinting methods. Typical parameters useful to geolocate a Wi-Fi hotspot or wireless access point include a service set identifier (SSID) and a media access control (MAC) address of the access point. The accuracy depends on the number of positions that have been entered into the database. An example Wi-Fi fingerprint data format for data collection program 104 is illustrated in FIG. 5, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.
an observation point that is distant from other observations. An outlier may be due to variability in the measurement or be an experimental error. Once the site map with reference points is ready, the data collecting agent 112 using the computing device 102 stands on each reference point and may, for example, slowly rotate while collecting data. Data collection program 104 has several built-in protections to maintain quality of data. At each reference point the data collecting agent 112 stops and may, for example, slowly rotate until p data points are collected. Parameter p is fixed a priori. This approach circumvents the problems arising out of varying data collection devices. In the data collection process, after covering the second reference point, data collection program 104 starts performing the outlier detection using a normal model of data. This normal model of the data is learned incrementally using a machine learning based method.

In one embodiment, data collection program 104 uses one-class quarter-sphere support vector machine (SVM) to build the normal model of received signal strength indicator (RSSI) measurements. The RSSI data vectors for two access points at the reference point can be used for classification using one-class quarter sphere SVM. The distance of marginal support vectors to the origin indicates the minimal radius R of the quarter-sphere and can be used to classify any new unseen data vector as normal or anomalous. Those data vectors whose distances to the origin are larger than R are detected as outliers.

In the embodiment above, given N known access points in a floor the fingerprint at reference point i at time t is:

$$\mathbf{RSS}_i^{(t)} \leftarrow \mathbf{RSS}_1^{(t)}, \mathbf{RSS}_2^{(t)}, \ldots, \mathbf{RSS}_n^{(t)}$$

One-class quarter-sphere SVM uses a kernel function $k(\mathbf{RSS}_i, \mathbf{RSS}_j) = \phi(\mathbf{RSS}_i) \cdot \phi(\mathbf{RSS}_j)$ to compute the similarity of any two vectors in the feature space. Distance of a vector $\mathbf{RSS}$ from the origin in the feature space can be formalized as:

$$d(\mathbf{RSS}) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{(\mathbf{RSS}_i - \mu_i)^2}{\sigma_i^2}}$$

Data vector $\mathbf{RSS}$ is classified as normal if $d(\mathbf{RSS}) \leq R$, comparing $d(\mathbf{RSS})$ with median of the values of $R$ from a window of previous measurement. If $d(\mathbf{RSS}) > R_{\text{well}}$, then $\mathbf{RSS}$ may be an outlier. Values of $R$ from a previous reference point are used when performing outlier detection for the current reference point. The current reference point can be further used when the computing device 102 has parallel processing capability. Even if $d(\mathbf{RSS}) > R$ and $d(\mathbf{RSS}) > R_{\text{well}}$, a normal value may be obtained corresponding to a significantly different location. To prevent such false positives, a correlation test is used to confirm if $\mathbf{RSS}$ is indeed an outlier.

In an embodiment, an indoor path loss model is used for adjusting values of $\mathbf{RSS}$ based on the indoor path loss models. Adjusting values of $\mathbf{RSS}$ enables conversations between data collecting agent 112 and data collection program 104. At every reference point the data collection program 104 asks the data collecting agent 112 to provide the information about the obstacle between current and previous reference points. This information is used to adjust RSSI values based on path loss models or some empirically determined loss parameters from other floors.

In an embodiment, the path loss parameter $\Delta$ can be calculated if positions of access points and properties of obstacles in the floor are available a priori. The path loss can be characterized as a function of frequency of transmission due to: distance between transmitter and receiver; obstructions such as walls and partitions; and ceilings in multi-story buildings. If positions of access points are unavailable, then these losses can be empirically evaluated by performing a Wi-Fi fingerprint data survey. The outlier detection can function with $\Delta = 0$.

In step 206 data collection program 104 validates data after the data collecting agent 112 completes collecting data from the reference points. In some embodiments, the following data validation tests are performed. Data collection program 104 determines if the reference points are covered by the data collecting agent 112. If any of the reference points is not covered, then those points are provided as an output to the data collecting agent for a second round of data collection. Data collection program 104 further collects data points between reference points in a second round of data collection. Once the reference points are covered, data collection program 104 randomly selects, for example, 80% of the data samples that are used to train a location classifier with N classes. The remaining 20% of the data samples can be used to verify model accuracy. If classification accuracy falls below a threshold $\alpha_t$, then data collection program 104 finds erroneous classifications from the confusion matrix and re-fingerprints those reference points. If classification accuracy falls below a threshold $\alpha_h < \alpha_t$, then data collection program 104 re-fingerprints the floor.

FIG. 3 is a flowchart 300 depicting operational steps of data collection program 104 for automating indoor survey data collection process to improve survey data, in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. In step 301 data collection program 104 receives a floor plan for an area of interest for data collection. The floor plan may include a site map, granularity of prediction and an accuracy requirement. A site map can be a file format such as pdf, jpeg, png or other suitable file format types. Granularity of prediction includes floors, meeting rooms, wings, cubes and other obstacles.

In step 302 data collection program 104 generates final reference points based on a site map, granularity of prediction and an accuracy requirement. Accuracy and granularity determine the minimum distance between successive reference points. In step 304 data collection program 104 collects data through data collecting agent 112 using the computing device 102 for each reference point. In one embodiment, the data to be collected is Wi-Fi fingerprint data. In another embodiment, the data to be collected is temperature mapping data.

At each reference point the data collecting agent 112 stops and may, for example, slowly rotate until p data points are collected. Parameter p is fixed a priori. This approach circumvents the problems arising out of varying data collection devices. Data collection program 104 checks if the reference points are covered by the data collection agent 112 after the end of the survey. If any of the reference points are not covered, then those points are provided as an output to the data collection agent 112 for a second round of data collection. Data collection program 104 uses an image processing and global positioning system to verify whether relative positions of the reference points and obstacle information are correct and whether the data collecting agent 112.
is in the correct building. This activity is performed during the outlier detection while conversing with the data collecting agent 112. Data collection program 104 predicts movement with an accelerometer to determine whether the data collecting agent 112 is moving.

In step 306 data collection program 104 evaluates bounds of normality on current reference point data based on previous reference points. At each reference point, data collection program 104 collects the data at the current reference point and predicts data samples for previous reference points. For example, if the data collecting agent 112 is at the reference point “i” then data collection program 104 has the data collected for the previous reference points, given by P=[1, 2, 3, . . . , i]. Data collection program 104 predicts the value at a reference point, k ∈ P using the data from the reference points belonging to P={k}. In one embodiment, data collection program 104 performs this prediction using a mathematical framework, which is based on using obstacle information and access point locations as inputs. Data collection program 104 receives obstacle information from the data collecting agent 112 and localizes access points using methods which are continuously calibrated based on predictions and real values. If this prediction is above a certain threshold then data collection program 104 adaptively reduces the minimum distance between the future reference points and generates a new reference point near the problematic reference point. If it had predictions around a reference point persist “oMAX” times (decided a priori), then data collection program 104 determines no outlier but an extreme case. Data collection program 104 dynamically asks the data collecting agent 112 for feedback and information regarding obstacles between current and previous reference points as shown in 322. Data collecting agent 112 answers with the required relative information accordingly.

In step 306, data collection program 104 uses both current reference point data and database 316 to evaluate bounds of normality on current reference point data based on previous reference points.

In step 308, data collection program 104 determines if data at current reference point is normal or if the data passes a correlation test. If the data at current reference point is normal or the data passes a correlation test, data collection program 104 proceeds to step 314 to determine if additional reference points are left for data collection. In step 308, if data at current reference point is not normal nor does the data pass a correlation test, data collection program 104 repeats step 310 until one of the outlier detection loops terminates upon reaching oMAX. In step 312 data collection program 104 instructs data collecting agent 112 to go back to a point near the suspicious reference point and collect the data for that reference point again. In step 314, data collection program 104 determines whether data is required from more reference points. If there are no more reference points from which to collect data, data collection program 104 stores collected data into database 316. In one embodiment, data collection program 104 stores the collected data in a database in computing device 102. In another embodiment, data collection program 104 stores the collected data in a database in server 132.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart 400 depicting operational steps of data collection program 104 for automating indoor survey data collection process to improve survey data quality and accuracy, in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. In one embodiment, operational steps in both flowcharts 300 and 400 can be executed in computing device 104 in parallel. In another embodiment, operational steps in both flowcharts 300 and 400 can be executed independently and separately in computing device 102.

In step 401 data collection program 104 receives a floor plan for an area of interest for data collection. The floor plan may include a site map, granularity of prediction and an accuracy requirement. A site map can be a file in a format such as pdf, jpeg, png or another suitable file format type. Granularity of prediction includes floors, meeting rooms, wings, cubicles and other obstacles.

In step 402 data collection program 104 generates initial reference points based on input of a site map, granularity of prediction and an accuracy requirement. Accuracy and granularity determine the minimum distance between successive reference points. In step 404 data collection program 104 collects data through data collecting agent 112 using the computing device 102 for each reference point. In one embodiment, the data is Wi-Fi fingerprint data. In another embodiment, the data is temperature data.

In step 406 data collection program 104 builds a propagation model with the data collected, calibrates the propagation model, and predicts data at previous reference points. Data collection program 104 obtains bounds on a normality testing of a data sample by calculating the maximum variance of the RSSI vectors at any given reference point. For example, if the data collecting agent is at reference point “i” and collects p data samples at i, let the maximum variance of the data collected at i be Ri. These values of maximum variance for the reference points already covered in the floor (and also the reference points covered in different floors and buildings) are stored and compared against Ri. If the variance at the current reference point “i” is higher than a predefined threshold compared to R values from other reference points, data collection program 104 detects a possible outlier. Such an outlier may be the result of the data collecting agent 112 disregarding prompts from the data collection program 104 and continuing to move despite the data collecting agent 112 being supposed to stay at the reference point. When data collection program 104 detects an outlier, data collection program 104 advises the data collecting agent 112 to cover a point near the problematic reference point. Data collection program 104 dynamically asks data collecting agent 112 for feedback and information regarding any obstacle between the current and previous reference point, as shown in 422. Data collecting agent 112 answers with the required relative information accordingly.

In step 408, if the prediction error of any of the covered reference points is below a threshold, data collection program 104 moves on to step 414 to determine if additional reference points are left for data collection. In step 408, if the prediction error of any of the covered reference points is not below a threshold, data collection program 104 repeats step 410 until one of the outlier detection loops terminates upon reaching oMAX. In step 412, data collection program 104 instructs the data collecting agent 112 to go back to a point near the suspicious reference point and collect the data for that reference point again. In step 414, data collection program 104 determines whether the data collecting agent 112 needs to collect data from additional reference points. If no more reference point data is required to be collected, data collection program 104 stores collected data into database 416. In one embodiment, data collection program 104 stores the collected data in a database in computing device 102. In another embodiment, data collection program 104 stores the collected data in a database in server 132.

In an embodiment, systematic temperature mapping is necessary for office rooms, data centers, freezer rooms, cold rooms, warehouses, packing areas, and other areas in which
temperature sensitive products are stored, or are temporarily held. It may be beneficial for this exercise to be carried out for the warmest and coldest times of the year. Primary motivations/objectives of the temperature mapping may include assessing overall thermal stability of the space that is mapped with respect to acceptance criteria, identifying inconsistent temperature variations, extreme fluctuations, hot spots and cold spots caused by heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, and understanding factors that explain the observed temperature variations, for example, the location of the HVAC components and doors, glass windows, etc. In circumstances where a temperature monitoring system is not installed for routine monitoring, temperature mapping can be used for identifying the optimal locations for temperature sensor placement. If a monitoring system is already installed, the temperature mapping can be used for identifying the best location to re-locate a temperature sensor if necessary.

In one embodiment, a temperature mapping is applied and recognized in flowcharts and steps illustrated in FIGS. 2-4. Propagation models and obstacle information can be used for a temperature mapping by replacing propagation models with inverse distance weighted interpolation. Obstacle information can be replaced by information about heating and cooling components and doors. Inverse distance weighted interpolation method can be used to estimate temperature (or the humidity) $\hat{t}$ at an arbitrary point derived from the following expressions where $n$ is the number of the measurement sensor nodes, $T_i$ at the $i^{th}$ reference point and $w_i$ is the weight coefficient of sensor $i$:

$$\hat{t} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i T_i$$

Coefficient $w_i$ is given by

$$w_i = \frac{d_i^2}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} d_j^2}$$

where $d_i$ is the distance between point of estimation and $i^{th}$ reference point and $r$ is a positive real number.

FIG. 5 illustrates a data format example 500 for data collection program 104, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. Column 502 includes location information. For example, location information can include country, city, site, building and floor. Column 504 is time stamp when data collecting agent 112 collects data using computing device 102 having data collection program 104. Column 506 is position or called as reference point where data collecting agent 112 is located to collect data. Column 508 has information for each position label. Column 510 indicates received signal strength (RSS) information for each position that the data collecting agent 112 collects. In one embodiment, data format 500 is a Wi-Fi fingerprint data format. In another embodiment, data format 500 can be a temperature mapping data or other data configured to be collected and processed by data collection program 104.

FIG. 6 illustrates an example office environment 600 that data collection program 104 collects indoor survey data, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. Data collection program 104 generates initial reference points numbered as 1 . . . 51 using input information of site map 602, granularity of prediction, and accuracy requirements. Reference points 1 . . . 51 are placed on a path on the site map while maintaining a minimum distance between them. Data collection program 104 begins with starting point 1 (610) on the graph and ends with the ending point 51 (660). More reference points between the starting point 1 and the ending point 51 are not shown in FIG. 6.

FIG. 7 depicts a block diagram 700 of components of computing device 102 in accordance with an illustrative embodiment of the present invention. It should be appreciated that FIG. 7 provides only an illustration of one implementation and does not imply any limitations with regard to the environments in which different embodiments may be implemented. Many modifications to the depicted environment may be made.

Computing device 102 includes communications fabric 702, which provides communications between cache 716, memory 706, persistent storage 708, communications unit 710, and input/output (I/O) interface(s) 712. Communications fabric 702 can be implemented with any architecture designed for passing data and/or control information between processors (such as microprocessors, communications and network processors, etc.), system memory, peripheral devices, and any other hardware components within a system. For example, communications fabric 702 can be implemented with one or more buses or a crossbar switch.

Memory 706 and persistent storage 708 are computer readable storage media. In this embodiment, memory 706 includes random access memory (RAM). In general, memory 706 can include any suitable volatile or non-volatile computer readable storage media. Cache 716 is a fast memory that enhances the performance of computer processor(s) 704 by holding recently accessed data, and data near accessed data, from memory 706.

Data collection program 104 may be stored in persistent storage 708 and in memory 706 for execution by one or more of the respective computer processors 704 via cache 716. In an embodiment, persistent storage 708 includes a magnetic hard disk drive. Alternatively, or in addition to a magnetic hard disk drive, persistent storage 708 can include a solid state hard drive, a semiconductor storage device, read-only memory (ROM), erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM), flash memory, or any other computer readable storage media that is capable of storing program instructions or digital information.

The media used by persistent storage 708 may also be removable. For example, a removable hard drive may be used for persistent storage 708. Other examples include optical and magnetic disks, thumb drives, and smart cards that are inserted into a drive for transfer onto another computer readable storage medium that is also part of persistent storage 708.

Communications unit 710, in these examples, provides for communications with other data processing systems or devices. In these examples, communications unit 710 includes one or more network interface cards. Communications unit 710 may provide communications through the use of either or both physical and wireless communications links. Data collection program 104 may be downloadable to persistent storage 708 through communications unit 710. I/O interface(s) 712 allows for input and output of data with other devices that may be connected to computing device 102. For example, I/O interface 712 may provide a connection to external devices 718 such as a keyboard, keypad, a touch screen, and/or some other suitable input device. External devices 718 can also include portable computer readable storage media such as, for example, thumb drives, portable optical or magnetic disks, and memory cards. Software and data used to practice embodiments of the present invention, e.g., data collection program 104, can be stored on such portable computer readable
The programs described herein are identified based upon the application for which they are implemented in a specific embodiment of the invention. However, it should be appreciated that any particular program nomenclature herein is used merely for convenience, and thus the invention should not be limited to use solely in any specific application identified and/or implied by such nomenclature.

The present invention may be a system, a method, and/or a computer program product. The computer program product may include a computer readable storage medium (or media) having computer readable program instructions thereon for causing a processor to carry out aspects of the present invention.

The computer readable storage medium can be a tangible device that can retain and store instructions for use by an instruction execution device. The computer readable storage medium may be, for example, but is not limited to, an electronic storage device, a magnetic storage device, an optical storage device, an electromagnetic storage device, a semiconductor storage device, or any suitable combination of the foregoing. A non-exhaustive list of more specific examples of the computer readable storage medium includes the following: a portable computer diskette, a hard disk, a random access memory (RAM), a read-only memory (ROM), an erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM or Flash memory), a static random access memory (SRAM), a portable compact disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), a digital versatile disk (DVD), a memory stick, a floppy disk, a mechanically encoded device such as punch-cards or raised structures in a groove having instructions recorded thereon, and any suitable combination of the foregoing. A computer readable storage medium, as used herein, is not to be construed as being transitory signals per se, such as radio waves or other freely propagating electromagnetic waves, electromagnetic waves propagating through a waveguide or other transmission media (e.g., light pulses passing through a fiber-optic cable), or electrical signals transmitted through a wire.

Computer readable program instructions described herein can be downloaded to respective computing/processing devices from a computer readable storage medium or to an external computer or external storage device via a network, for example, the Internet, a local area network, a wide area network and/or a wireless network. The network may comprise copper transmission cables, optical transmission fibers, wireless transmission, routers, firewalls, switches, gateway computers and/or edge servers. A network adapter card or network interface in each computing/processing device receives computer readable program instructions from the network and forwards the computer readable program instructions for storage in a computer readable storage medium within the respective computing/processing device.

Computer readable program instructions for carrying out operations of the present invention may be assembler instructions, instruction-set-architecture (ISA) instructions, machine instructions, machine dependent instructions, microcode, firmware instructions, state-setting data, or either source code or object code written in any combination of one or more programming languages, including an object oriented programming language such as Smalltalk, C++ or the like, and conventional procedural programming languages, such as the "C" programming language or similar programming languages. The computer readable program instructions may execute entirely on the user's computer, partly on the user's computer, as a stand-alone software package, partly on the user's computer and partly on a remote computer or entirely on a remote computer or server. In the latter scenario, the remote computer may be connected to the user's computer through any type of network, including a local area network (LAN) or a wide area network (WAN), or the connection may be made to an external computer (for example, through the Internet using an Internet Service Provider). In some embodiments, electronic circuitry including, for example, programmable logic circuitry, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA), or programmable logic arrays (PLA) may execute the computer readable program instructions by utilizing state information of the computer readable program instructions to personalize the electronic circuitry, in order to perform aspects of the present invention.

Aspects of the present invention are described herein with reference to flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams of methods, apparatus (systems), and computer program products according to embodiments of the invention. It will be understood that each block of the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, and combinations of blocks in the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, can be implemented by computer readable program instructions.

These computer readable program instructions may be provided to a processor of a general purpose computer, special purpose computer, or other programmable data processing apparatus to produce a machine, such that the instructions, which execute via the processor of the computer or other programmable data processing apparatus, create means for implementing the functions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks. These computer readable program instructions may also be stored in a computer readable storage medium that can direct a computer, a programmable data processing apparatus, and/or other devices to function in a particular manner, such that the computer readable storage medium having instructions stored therein comprises an article of manufacture including instructions which implement aspects of the function/act specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.

The computer readable program instructions may also be loaded onto a computer, other programmable data processing apparatus, or other device to cause a series of operational steps to be performed on the computer, other programmable apparatus or other device to produce a computer implemented process, such that the instructions which execute on the computer, other programmable apparatus, or other device implement the functions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.

The flowchart and block diagrams in the Figures illustrate the architecture, functionality, and operation of possible implementations of systems, methods, and computer program products according to various embodiments of the present invention. In this regard, each block in the flowchart or block diagrams may represent a module, segment, or portion of instructions, which comprises one or more executable instructions for implementing the specified logical function(s). In some alternative implementations, the functions noted in the block may occur out of the order noted in the figures. For example, two blocks shown in succession may, in fact, be executed substantially concurrently, or the blocks may sometimes be executed in the reverse order, depending upon the functionality involved. It will also be noted that each block of the block diagrams and/or flowchart
illustration, and combinations of blocks in the block diagrams and/or flowchart illustration, can be implemented by special purpose hardware-based systems that perform the specified functions or acts or carry out combinations of special purpose hardware and computer instructions.

The descriptions of the various embodiments of the present invention have been presented for purposes of illustration, but are not intended to be exhaustive or limited to the embodiments disclosed. Many modifications and variations will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention. The terminology used herein was chosen to best explain the principles of the embodiment, the practical application or technical improvement over technologies found in the marketplace, or to enable others of ordinary skill in the art to understand the embodiments disclosed herein.

What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:
   - generating, by one or more processors, reference points based on a site map in a format as an input to data collection program and an accuracy requirement to achieve required levels of data survey accuracy for a site of interest;
   - collecting, by one or more processors via a network, data at each reference point of the reference points through a data collecting agent of the data collection program; detecting, by one or more processors, an outlier at the reference points using a feedback from the data collecting agent during the data collection and a database that stores the collected data;
   - eliminating, by one or more processors, the detected outlier and rectifying, by one or more processors, the data; and
   - re-calibrating, by one or more processors, the reference points based on the rectified data and the feedback from the data collecting agent, wherein the re-calibrating of the reference points includes performing a re-survey of a problematic reference point and adaptively changing a minimum distance between the reference points, wherein the rectifying of the data includes identifying and rectifying, by one or more processors, an erroneous action of the data collecting agent by using data characteristics and the feedback from the data collecting agent.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising validating, by one or more processors, the data after the data is collected from the reference points.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein detecting an outlier includes using a propagation model which is built with obstacle and location information.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein detecting an outlier includes using historical data from a machine learning model.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the data is a Wi-Fi fingerprinting data.

6. A computer program product for an indoor survey data collection, the computer program product comprising:
   - one or more computer readable storage media and program instructions stored on the one or more computer readable storage media, the program instructions comprising:
     - program instructions to generate reference points based on a site map in a format as an input to data collection program and an accuracy requirement to achieve required levels of data survey accuracy for a site of interest;
     - program instructions to collect, via a network, data at each reference point of the reference points through a data collecting agent of the data collection program;
     - program instructions to detect an outlier at the reference points using a feedback from the data collecting agent during the data collection and a database that stores the collected data;
     - program instructions to eliminate the detected outlier and rectify the data; and
     - program instructions to re-calibrate the reference points based on the rectified data and the feedback from the data collecting agent, wherein the re-calibrating of the reference points comprises performing a re-survey of a problematic reference point and adaptively changing a minimum distance between the reference points, wherein the rectifying of the data includes identifying and rectifying, by one or more processors, an erroneous action of the data collecting agent by using data characteristics and the feedback from the data collecting agent.

7. The computer program product of claim 6, further comprising:
   - program instructions, stored on the one or more computer readable storage media, to validate the data after the data is collected from the reference points.

8. The computer program product of claim 6, program instructions to detect an outlier comprise:
   - program instructions to use historical data from a machine learning model based on a Wi-Fi fingerprinting process and nature of Wi-Fi signals.

9. A computer system for an indoor survey data collection, the computer system comprising:
   - one or more computer processors, one or more computer readable storage media, and program instructions stored on the computer readable storage media for execution by at least one of the one or more computer processors, the program instructions comprising:
     - program instructions to generate reference points based on a site map in a format as an input to data collection program and an accuracy requirement to achieve required levels of data survey accuracy for a site of interest;
     - program instructions to collect, via a network, data at each reference point of the reference points through a data collecting agent of the data collection program;
     - program instructions to detect an outlier at the reference points using a feedback from the data collecting agent during the data collection and a database that stores the collected data;
     - program instructions to eliminate the detected outlier and rectify the data; and
     - program instructions to re-calibrate the reference points based on the rectified data and the feedback from the data collecting agent, wherein the re-calibrating of the reference points comprises performing a re-survey of a problematic reference point and adaptively changing a minimum distance between the reference points, wherein the rectifying of the data includes identifying and rectifying, by one or more processors, an erroneous action of the data collecting agent by using data characteristics and the feedback from the data collecting agent.

10. The computer system of claim 9, further comprising:
    - program instructions, stored on the one or more computer readable storage media, to validate the data after the data is collected from the reference points.

11. The computer system of claim 9, wherein program instructions to detect an outlier comprise:
program instructions, stored on the one or more computer
readable storage media, to use historical data from a
machine learning model based on a Wi-Fi fingerprinting
process and nature of Wi-Fi signals.